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prologue 

 
 
The city accelerates and intensifies... By any means.  
                                                                                                                                                   
Awareness is profoundly altered. Consumer pleasures take over society. Social                         
contacts do not exist. People lack sleep. Uncertainty is the primary condition. 

                                                                      
Cities are lonely places: they are assemblages of dull gray spaces. Architectural programs 

overlap. The damage of mental health is seemingly ignored. The rights of the unprivileged 

are consistently neglected. Vulnerable individuals are brutally exploited. Living conditions 

are left to deteriorate. Well-being is a myth. Loneliness is a taboo. The city is an epiphany 

of solitude. The ultimate dominance of corporate culture arises. Space cannot be 

decommodified. Spatial practice cannot be (re)humanized. 

 

question 
 
 
This essay aims to understand the way corporate co-living is conceptualized. It 

investigates qualities of commercial co-living spaces in the view on the late-capitalist 

commodification of cities and society. Henri Lefebvre's concept of 'social space' is                 

used as a framework for the analysis of corporate co-living spaces and interactions                

taking place within them. It analyses the way corporate co-living developments are  

marketed online.  

This essay provides a base for speculation about the future relevance of co-living 

arrangements. It can be read as a critique on the expansive spread of corporate                           

co-living imposed as a model of a healthy and inclusive living environment.  

 

 

space 

 
 
The term 'social' tends to be used frequently by corporate co-living companies for 

advertising their services. It can be observed that both social and spatial realms are 

communicated as something simple and obvious; taken for granted. In the context of 

corporate co-living, both realms are highly commodified and significantly present online. 

Meaning of 'social' and 'space' depicted on websites of co-living companies is substantially 

different from the definition of the concept of 'social space' put forward by Henri Lefebvre 

in the "Production of Space". 

  

Lefebvre's conceptual triad comprises of perceived, conceived, and lived spaces. 

According to Lefebvre, '(social) space... subsumes things produced, and encompasses  

their interrelationships in their coexistence and simultaneity - their (relative) order and/or 



(relative) disorder...' (Lefebvre, 1961, pp.11-37). As stated in the "Production of Space", 

people are confronted by 'an indefinite multitude of spaces'. Space has an operational  

and instrumental role in the existing mode of production. 'Social space' is more than just 

the passive space of social relations. Also, it is not just a capitalist space. Space of social 

practices is not a market product as it cannot be separated from a mental space                  

(Lefebvre, 1961, pp.6-8). 

 

Hence, Lefebvre's 'social space' is the ''real space'; space of social practice... occupied                

by sensory phenomena, including products of the imagination such as projects and 

projections, symbols and utopias' (Lefebvre, 1961, p.37). It continuously proliferates and 

expands. 'Social space' allows enjoyment and progress. It ensures continuity and a specific 

level of performance. It incorporates both individual and social actions. Conceived in the 

context of today's neoliberal societies, the formation of corporate co-living developments 

reflects certain aspects of Lefebvre's concept of the production of space. Corporate co-

living can be seen as a consumer product which responds to a collision of a diversified 

society. On the other hand, it is a capitalist space making inhabitants the object of 

systematization, putting them in the locus of corporate culture. 

Economic growth and job opportunities draw people to cities. Western cities ubiquitously 

expand; both vertically and horizontally. At the same time, the extensive urbanization                 

is opposed to the humanization of cities and lifestyles. Deriving from industrialization,              

'the modern city intensifies by organizing the exploitation of the whole society'                   

(Lefebvre, 1996, p.96). Commodification of space is a result of allocating assets by               

private equities. Urbanisation generates physical and spatial barriers. They are social 

barriers resulting in housing crisis and inequalities. Cities' planning resolutions including 

zoning and air rights are often denied. Regulatory property actions detect problems, but 

do not fully solve them. Capitalism dehumanizes cities as it promotes the economic profit 

over well-being. The long-term perspective of loneliness is not being taken into account. 

Housing should be the main concern of architecture. It is arguable, whether corporate                

co-living makes people free and liberated, or rather it subordinates them to the mode                

of production. According to Lefebvre, people 'produce their own life, their own 

consciousness, their own world' (Lefebvre, 1996, p.68). Inhabitants of cities are seeking 

for connections and interrelations. They aim to affiliate to both people and places. A state 

of constant transition is opposed to that desire. In late-capitalism, uncertainty is a primary 

condition. Parallel to the promise of economic growth, it is affecting not only built spaces, 

but all the aspects of human existence.  

 
people 
 
 
Humans, as inherently social beings, have been always seeking social connections.                     

The need for belonging is reflected through the evolution of human dwellings. The first 

examples of the communal housing architecture in Europe can be traced to the prehistory 

and the Neolithic long houses (Pollard, 2015). The Neolithic revolution is considered the 



major living transformation which provided conditions for the consolidation of 

communities (Marciniak, 2019). People lived collectively long before the industrialization. 

The primary form of communal living was developed as a completely non-commercial 

concept. Its main objective was to provide affordable housing, encourage social 

interactions and improve life quality. The Industrial Revolution had a major impact on                

the methods of sharing and managing resources. Housing policies were rearranged due           

to the processes of privatization and individualization (Schmid, 2019). Many other forms          

of communal living have developed after 1850. This includes rookeries, rooming houses, 

lodging houses, philanthropic houses, and boarding houses. In the essay “Rookeries and 

Model Dwellings: English Housing Reform and the Moralities of Private Space", Robin 

Evans argues that the Victorian housing reforms were meant to bring 'moral social  

termini in a still degenerate social landscape' to each of the socio-economic strata.                      

An alternative typology of space for social interaction must have been provided to                      

the industrious society. The housing transformation tackled the problem of the family 

dwelling and resulted in the creation of the housing estate. Evans argues that one of                   

its main purposes was to bring society from public places into private places. Owing                    

to it, public space would have gained a 'moral structure' (Evans, 1997, pp.113-114).  

Over the last 150 years, Western society has changed significantly and became more 

heterogeneous. There have been many attempts to redefine the spatial distinction 

between private and public realms. Architects and urban planners have been seeking 

'sustainable environments' in order to bring balance to ever-so-complex social spheres 

(Sennett, 2008). This resulted in the emergence of various hybrid housing schemes. 

According to Dietmar Eberle, the notion of privacy is directly related to the economic                 

and commercial progress of the society. It can be observed that the process of moving 

boundaries from private to public highlights social inequalities. Economic imperatives              

are the predominant condition for the distribution of housing and the quality of living. 

Democratic community-building desires tend to remain in the sphere of political 

discourse, and architects do not have enough power to proclaim a paradigm shift.               

Eberle states that 'the efforts to establish collective living cannot be identified by a 

specific design of style, instead always making use of architectural forms of expression 

appropriate to the times' (Schmid, 2019, p.6).  

 

 

 

corporation 

 
In contrast to other forms of communal living, corporate co-living is a relatively new 

phenomenon. Large business co-living companies started to develop significantly after 

2010, thus shortly after the global financial crisis. The new model of rental housing                  

was developed in the response to the commercial mortgage market collapse. 

 

 

 



Corporate co-living is a housing model in which individuals rent private spaces and have 

access to a range of shared facilities and services, such as cafés, bars, terraces, fitness 

rooms, yoga studios, laundries, media rooms, pool tables, networking events and apps. 

Designed as a community-driven infrastructure, shared amenities aim to compensate 

small and unexciting private living units. They enforce the feeling of corporate 

belongingness. Corporate co-living developments are located in class-A properties                            

in desirable areas. They are embodied as an urban, hypercommodified form of                             

collective living.   

 

Corporate co-living is being advertised as a housing model which places the emphasis on 

the community building. Inhabitants are supposed to intentionally share not only spaces, 

but also certain values, beliefs and behaviours. Sharing is essential for establishing healthy 

relationships of exchange and interaction (Schmid, 2019). Corporate co-living targets 

Millennials and young professionals - driven and business-minded individuals who 

predominantly work in corporate environments. The model is focused on a specific                    

age group which includes people in their mid-twenties to late-thirties. It profoundly 

dismisses multi-generational relationships. Rejection and lack of social interaction have      

an inherently negative impact on well-being of different age spectrums of our ageing 

society (United Nations, 1999).  

Corporate co-living companies precisely select their tenants. Community managers are 

responsible for providing a comfortable stay and cohesion among residents. They conduct 

admission interviews and check whether a person fits in the model of the community.    

The selection resembles the hiring process and includes background checks. Bank account 

screenings and waiting lists are common practices in the contract signing process. As well, 

community managers organize in-house events and activities. They play a significant role 

in the organizational structure of co-living spaces and their position resembles project 

leaders known from the corporate hierarchy. Community managers closely cooperate 

with sales, marketing, research and development departments. 

Corporate co-living companies are multi-million developments which attract venture 

capital and private equity investments. They are new global players on the housing 

market. The top national markets include the UK, the Netherlands, France and the                    

US. According to JLL, an agency specialized in commercial property research, global 

fundraising in the corporate co-living has raised over 210% annually since 2015.  

Corporate co-living companies accumulated over $3.2 billion of funding. At the same  

time, an average number of bedrooms per asset has increased from 20 to 120. At                      

the same time, private units become smaller and communal areas get more crowded                    

(JLL, 2019a). As a highly commercialized enterprise, corporate co-living is stepping                 

further away from the initial concept of collective living idealized as a small,                      

enclosed community. The mutual trust is replaced by the notion of anonymity. 

 

 



production 

 

 

Modernisation has had a superior impact on the spatial organization of Western cities.                

Major urban developments are the reflection of economy and political programmes.                         

Investment capital dominates the construction of buildings and alters class differences. 

Cities such as Amsterdam, Paris and New York develop around multiple cores. Their 

clusters are ultra-expensive enclaves excluding the unprivileged part of the society. 

Distorted cohesion of the urban fabric results in a gradual disappearance of social              

and moral inclusiveness. Social cohesion has been relegated to a secondary role and 

stymied by privately controlled pseudo-sustainable mixed-use developments.  

Late-capitalism is an intensive economic process related to globalism. Resulting in the 

increasing commodification of ever more inclusive aspects of human life, it has a major 

impact on the shape of the today's mode of existence. Material conditions are reflected 

by emerging housing modes and consumption patterns. People lose their right to the             

city when private ownership of housing declines. The free market puts global investors in 

the privileged position. Privatised housing market provides space for cost-effective control 

of assets. Corporate co-living is a striking example of commodified housing. With the use 

of the internet and big data, co-living companies globally identify their potential clients. 

Owing to it, they can understand their needs and optimize rental spaces; commodify 

them. The maximization of profit is the ultimate pleasure of shareholders.  

Deriving from neoliberalism, late-capitalism is drastically changing lifestyles and cities.                   

It is leading to serious implications affecting both economic and social disruption.                   

Late-capitalism, associated with speculation, informs standardization, commodification 

and dehumanization of the most inclusive aspects of life. According to Jonathan Crary, 

due to late-capitalism, even the need for friendship has been remade into commodified  

or financialized forms. Crary argues that 'a 24/7 environment has the semblance of a 

social world, but it is actually a non-social model of machinic performance and a 

suspension of living that does not disclose the human cost required to sustain its 

effectiveness' (Crary, 2014, pp.9-10).  

Late-capitalism has a negative impact on the housing market which is highly privatized 

and commodified. The world, due to rapidly growing population and development 

challenges is foreseeing major housing crisis. Without an immediate paradigm shift, 

profoundly destructive consequences will drastically impact unprivileged groups and 

communities living in big Western cities. The commodification of land and proliferation              

of corporate co-living housing excludes not only young families, but also small-scale local 

entrepreneurship. It dehumanizes the city in the service of exuberant commercialization. 

High rents can be only afforded by large companies, especially ones run through the 

allocation of investment capital. In consequence, cities lose their authenticity and regional 

characteristics. Turning into media-saturated amusement parks, they start to resemble 

each other. The vernacular is extinct. Convergent cities cross-pollinate and contaminate. 



Real-estate developers seek for new investment opportunities. Centrally located 

properties in large western cities are being redeveloped into co-living developments                

and other mixed-use ventures. Polluted by capitalism, entire neighbourhoods shift                   

into upmarket enclaves. These dynamic processes resemble the growth of American 

boomtowns. The regional culture and historical heritage are being disrupted. The city 

fabric is exploited for the sake of neoliberal free market investors and the desire for 

immediate profits. In this unhealthy system, vulnerable groups suffer, diminish and die.                        

Major Western cities are overcrowded and suffer from housing crises. Paradoxically,               

new built properties often remain uninhabited. They purely serve as commodities for 

allocating assets by ultra-rich individuals, banks and insurance companies. Real estate 

private equity and investment management firms  play a significant role in the process    

of distributing and utilizing the most lucrative parcels of cities. In 2019, Blackstone, the 

largest alternative asset management group has controlled $154 billion worth of real 

estate assets (Oguh, 2019). Blackstone's CEO Stephen Schwarzman is considered one of 

the most powerful people in the US economy. In 2017, he served as the Chairman of the 

Strategic and Policy Forum, the assembly established by Donald Trump gathering US 

business leaders under the motto "Make America Great Again" (Blackstone, 2016).  

With regard to the above-mentioned processes the value of real estate is diametrically 

growing. Global income inequality is reflected in the expanding radius of unaffordable 

spaces in the city. Right to  the city is being inevitably lost. The degenerative capitalist 

treadmill accelerates. Accepting its metabolism and appropriating its residue is the only              

way to create inclusive housing. Merely, then, the porous city fabric has a chance to 

accommodate a diversified society.  

 

scarcity 

 

Due to the limited supply and rising rental prices, young people struggle with finding 

affordable, independent housing. Renting a micro-space in a co-living property is often 

the only option. The price of a private unit in a co-living complex costs nearly as much                 

as renting a medium-size apartment. Due to this fact, the standard of rental properties              

is lowering while rental prices are going up. The quality gap between the rental spaces 

and privately-owned apartments is growing, and there is not much in between. The 

current generation of graduates enters adult life later than ever before. It delays 

marriage, is better educated than prior generations and leaves university with a 

considerably high study debt (Bialik and Fry, 2019). Corporate co-living is often compared 

to corporate dormitories for adults. Different facilities are squeezed in one building. 

Spaces appear to be over-crowded and uncomfortable, making arrangements unliveable 

in a long-term perspective. Co-living corporations are accused of being strictly profit-

oriented and not taking much care of the interests of tenants. Many companies    

structure contracts in an unfavourable way. They often subordinate tenants by                           



asking for memberships fees and security deposits. Co-living consumer contracts        

subsume corporate code of conduct. 

The rapid growth of corporate co-living has been particularly striking in booming cities 

where an average rent is far above an average income. In 2020, an average monthly net 

salary in Amsterdam equals €2,758 and is 42% lower than in New York. A single person 

monthly costs of living in Amsterdam without rent is nearly €920  (21% lower than in New 

York). Renting one bedroom apartment in the centre of Amsterdam costs nearly €1,600  

(45% less than in New York). While buying a property, an average price per square meter 

is €8,723 (42% less than in New York). According to the cost of living index, a score of New 

York is 100. Living costs in Amsterdam and London are nearly the same with subsequent 

scores of 78.9 and 81.3 (Numbeo,2020).  Although, the property markets in the above 

mentioned cities are overheating, they are popular among corporate co-living investors. 

Amsterdam is dealing with a housing bubble which results in housing shortages. Over the 

last five years prices of housing in Amsterdam increased over 70% (Knight Frank, 2020).   

In the UK, over the last decade, the proportion of people living in rented properties has 

doubled. Young professionals aged 25 to 34 are the largest group of private renters 

(Knight Frank, 2019). Due to stagnating wages, home ownership in big cities is out of the 

reach for the majority of young people. Due to housing shortages, finding an affordable 

accommodation in London, especially one with a decent living standard, is very difficult. 

Many people choose for rental in a corporate co-living arrangement, disregarding all            

the extra services and amenities. A convenient central location is often the key factor                 

for choosing corporate co-living building as it provides access to vibrant urban life.  

Corporate co-living rents are above the average. They can be only afforded by successful, 

driven individuals; usually the ones working in a corporate environment. It can be argued  

that corporate co-living space is an extension of corporate working space. It is engineered 

for 24/7 society, for whom work is life and life is work. This misalliance disintegrates 

fundamental human needs, putting mental health at risk. Authentic psychological needs 

include freedom, creativity and happiness. These notions are often opposed to the 

imperatives of the capitalist economy.  

 

loneliness 

 

 

Rates of chronic emotional illness triggered by loneliness and social isolation are 

alarmingly high. They reflect raising economic inequalities. Excess of capitalism and                   

the growing power of corporations put the American dream in decline (Case and Deaton, 

2017). The rent generation distinguishes itself by the hidden loneliness. According to the 

research conducted by a worldwide health services organization Cigna, every following 

demographic age group of American adults is more lonely. Based on the UCLA Loneliness 

Scale, with a score of 43 as the benchmark for loneliness, Generation Z (born after 2000) 

is the most lonely group with a score of 48.3. Just a little bit older Millennials (1986 to 



2000) scored 45.3. By comparison, Gen X (1965 to 1985) scored 45.1, Baby Boomers                          

(1946 to 1964) scored 42.4, and the Greatest Generation (1901 to 1924) scored 38.6 

(Cigna, 2018). This terrifying trend can be aligned with the rise of capitalism and profit 

maximization contained in the corporate bylaws.  

Commodification makes the society chronically lonely. Perfectionism traits are often 

stated as a major factor causing loneliness. The study of multidimensional-perfectionism 

among British, American and Canadian college students done by psychologists Thomas 

Curran and Andrew Hill, concluded that today's students strive for perfectionism the most 

across the past three decades. According to researchers, from the 1980s onward, 

neoliberal governance has emphasized competitive individualism. The perfectionism traits 

are reflected in the lifestyles of young people (Curran and Hill, 2019). Corporate co-living 

arrangements can be seen as incubators of an intense perfectionism. Like-minded people 

inhabit the space which turns into a field for constant comparison. Communal mixed-use 

areas enhance the urge for the competition and boosting ego. The proliferation of stimuli 

is violently demanding the constant awareness; remaining simultaneously online and 

offline; advocating a 24/7 loop society. 

 

metropolis 

 
According  to JLL, an agency specialized in commercial property research, in 2019 there 

were 23,150 beds (either built or in the development phase) available in European                    

co-living arrangements. London, Amsterdam and Paris are cities with largest co-living 

markets. London and Amsterdam cover nearly 40% of the European stock (JLL, 2019b). 

London is home to the world's pioneer large co-living space The Collective Old Oak. 

Designed by PLP Architecture, the 11-storey building comprises 550 micro-units. The 

16,000sqm hybrid-use development is accommodating communal facilities such as gym, 

spa, restaurant, library, cinema, disco launderette and co-working space (PLP, 2020).  

Due to young population and dynamic real estate market, the Amsterdam market is 

attractive for investors willing to invest in the innovative housing segment. One the city's 

most popular co-living developments, Zoku, is located in the transformed monumental 

Metropool complex from 1964 designed by architect Arthur Staal. The renovated building 

is shared between Zoku and the co-working tycoon WeWork from 2016 (ARCAM, 2019). 

Zoku consists of 144 rooms including bunk bed room, micro-studios and a few upgraded 

apartments. Ranging in size between 24 m2 to 46m2, rooms are fully furnished and 

available for both short and long-term stay (Zoku, 2020). The style of rooms and the 

furniture is uniformed and has the same standard despite of the size of the rental space.   

As stated on its website, Zoku is 'a vibrant mixed-use ecosystem where eat, meet, work, 

sleep, live and play mingle on a daily basis'. It is marketed as an extended-stay hotel, with 

integrated co-working and FB (food & beverage) facilities. Zoku's ambition is to provide 

living environment for young mobile individuals. The company aims to grow and 'ensure  



it keeps delivering maximum social, economic and environmental value for this worldly 

demographic of global travelers' (Zoku, 2020). 

Zoku is responding to the global mobility trends and integrates well with the concept of 

'smart cities'. Openness, collaboration and social networking are its key values. Zoku is 

centrally located and has a good access  to transportation infrastructure. The building 

facilitates a wide range of social spaces including game room, music corner or treatment 

room. Its main members area, also called ‘living space,’ is located on the sixth floor of             

the building and is open 24/7. According to Hans Meyer, one of the founders of Zoku, 

'everything within Zoku has been designed to create effortless connections and our 

community managers play a crucial  role in this by actively supporting our guests by 

building their local social and business network' (Sell, 2015). The company is growing     

and planning to expand globally. The company's developers are looking for cooperation 

partners in global cities meeting the following criteria: minimum half million inhabitants, 

business hub, international airport, a gateway city in Europe or the US (Zoku, 2018). 

Paris aspires to become another European corporate co-living capital. The city is home                   

to a few innovative co-living companies. One of them is Colonies - the French pioneer 

startup providing co-living housing solutions (Boudet, 2019).  Colonies partnered with     

real estate investment firms and has raised over €150 million for new developments 

(TechCrunch, 2020). One of  its major projects will be located in La Défense; the business 

district in Paris consisting of high-rise buildings created in 1958. La Défense is home to 

headquarters of major global corporations and accommodates 25,000 permanent 

residents, 45,000 students and 180,000 commuting professionals working (La Défense, 

2020). Due to the flux of people within the district, La Défense seems to be a great 

context for introducing a corporate co-living housing development. Another project 

operated by Colonies will be situated at the Place Mazas. The hybrid development is 

designed by Laisné Roussel architects and New York-based firm SO–IL. The hybrid project 

named L’Atelier de l’Arsenal is located near the Place de la Bastille and will be opened in 

2020. This exciting project is undoubtedly  a meaningful step in the evolution of corporate 

co-living. It will tell much about the state and prospects of the discipline. According to 

urban strategist Matthew Lesniak, once the French co-living model systemizes and goes 

through the growth phase, it will become more affordable and inclusive. Eventually it will 

have a chance to become a model for other countries (Lesniak, 2017). 

 

Co-living is an emerging niche in the US housing market. One of the ventures which has 

gained the most publicity in the US is WeLive; the co-living brand established by the co-

working startup WeWork in 2016. Its New York development located at 110 Wall Street           

is consisting of 200 residential units converted from empty office spaces. The key slogans 

presented on the website of WeLive are Big City Living, The Good Life, Creature Comforts, 

At Your Service, Stay Stimulated, We are WeLive and #WECOMMUNITY. According to the 

website, the company's mission is to provide an environment  for living, working and 

playing; 'a flexible and community-driven experience'. Although the Q&A section states 

that people of all ages are welcome, there are no photos of elderly tenants on social 

marketing channels of WeLive. All depicted people are pretty much in the same age;                    



in their late twenties/early thirties. Prices of apartments range from $3,091 for the 

smallest studio to $9,796 for the four-bedroom apartment, excluding a mandatory daily 

$20 WeLive Guest Membership fee. According to the WeLive website, members save                 

an average of $500/month compared to traditional apartment while living without 

sacrificing personal space or style (WeLive, 2020).  

 

Initially, WeLive intended to expand to 25 largest cities in the US and accommodate 

34,000 tenats by 2018. Due to a chaotic and risky development plan, together with a               

lack of internal controls, WeLive had to restrain just to two locations, one in New York  

and one in Washington, D.C. (Haag et al., 2019). Bearing in mind the unsuccessful 

expansion of WeLive, the future of other major global corporate co-living companies                   

is highly uncertain. The case of WeLive makes stakeholders reluctant to invest in               

corporate co-living. Unpredictable condition of housing market reflects uncertainties                    

of global economy. It can be speculated that the development of co-living, including                     

its corporate counterpart, will take place locally rather than globally. It can be predicted 

that in the following years corporate co-living developments will be smaller and 

supposedly conceptually closer to the traditional form of collective co-living. Owing                    

to it, arrangements might have a chance to focus on smaller communities of tenants. 

Possibly, more attention will be paid to the aesthetics of interiors of new buildings. 

Hopefully, they will respond better to local peculiarities and regional architectural 

characteristics. 

 

 

branding 

 

 

Branding is an essential element of every corporate co-living company. Websites are   

main ways of channelling information and acquiring new clients. Presented images evoke 

a set of visual references associating with hotel rooms, Airbnb accommodations and                  

co-working spaces. They depict the notion of community for driven, empowered and 

cosmopolitan people.  Corporate co-living can be seen as a commercialized tech version                         

of an old concept; seeking to streamline a progressive urban life. Online presence, as the 

main channel of advertising, is necessary for its existence. The web-based marketing 

model  of corporate co-living companies is focused on Millennials and their mobile 

lifestyle. It responds to needs of groups such as young professionals, expats and 

freelancers. Corporate co-living can be considered the housing equivalent of co-working 

spaces. It attracts career-oriented urban nomads who move between cities and prioritize 

location independence. Millennials tend to exhaust the city's networking  opportunities 

and be a part of spontaneous makeshift communities. Apps such as WhatsApp, Slack and 

Facebook are essential for staying connected in co-living spaces. They also amplify the 

networking factor and help the community grow. As a matter of fact, networking is one of 

the key reasons young professionals choose to live in corporate co-living commonalities. 



The online presence of co-living interiors is significant. It can be argued that in the digital 

realm, spaces gain an unfathomable appeal. Corporate co-living is conceptualized to focus 

on socializing and community building. As well, it is marketed this way. Websites and 

social channels are fundamental for advertising co-living spaces. They are usually focused 

on depicting an image of shared areas; places where young driven professionals gather                

as a vibrant urban community. At the same time, not much attention is paid to the 

appearance of private units. They have a secondary importance on co-living websites                

and appear slightly enigmatic. However, in reality, they lose much of their complexity. 

They are characterless and appear more as 'conceived spaces' rather than 'social spaces'. 

In the "Production of Space" Lefebvre argues that making society into the 'object of                          

systematization' does not lead to a cohesiveness (Lefebvre, 1996, p.71). Monotonous, 

corporate co-living private rooms can be considered standardised consumer goods.                 

They are uniformed spaces filled with unified furniture which do not imply the vibrant 

expression of the  co-living concept. Digital experience of corporate co-living spaces is 

totally different from lived experience. But isn't it enough? Aren't Millenials longing for 

such a paradigm? Isn't the antithesis of utopia more than the impossibility of a tangible 

utopia? Isn't corporate co-living conceptualized to provide an illusion? Isn't it conceived  

as a trompe-l'œil; depicting a transcendent narrative of an extravagant life in a big city? 

Looking  at websites of corporate co-living companies makes one believe that their 

product is a perfect bliss. Shared spaces of co-living arrangements span the dichotomy 

between public and private realms. Their typologies balance between notions of 

heterogeneity and homogeneity. They are urban sandwiches which aim to respond to              

the common sense of a highly-diversified urban society. Engaged brand community is 

their ultimate asset. Corporate co-living spaces can be considered a by-product of the 

late-capitalist development and the real-estate dystopia. 

There is a range of controversies behind corporate co-living projects. The major players                

in the market aggressively invest in properties and contribute to the unaffordability of 

housing. The uniformity of design of co-living properties has a negative influence on the 

development of other typologies of housing, making cities convergent. Co-living spaces 

are often overcrowded, overshared and characterless. Corporate co-living interiors are 

contaminated with the homogenizing capacity of globalization. They reflect clichés of 

minimal architecture; quazi-zen aesthetics are mixed with an inexpensive luxury. Bunk 

bed rooms are often equipped with high-end soaps, lotions, and other accessories. The 

impression of a modern, comfortable place, is attributed with popular Western influences 

and decorations. Characterless interiors affiliate more with the appearance of youth 

hostels, than middle-range hotels (even though, there are some elegant and radical 

examples of hostel interiors, see Youth Hostel Pulcinella in Antwerp designed by Vincent 

Van Duysen). Corporate co-living spaces aim to mutate into a perfect globalized hybrid. 

They are merging into an emblematic normative floor plan monotony; excel sheet 

interiors. At the same time they are lounging to become perfectly instagrammable places. 

They strive to meet a variety of most generic tastes. Advertised through social media, 

their aesthetics are outweighed by the notion of seamless enjoyment. Popularity, 



liveliness and success are informed through destructive  dopamine rushes provoked                   

by omnipresent likes and hashtags. 

The emotional construct of scarcity is making people think that corporate co-living is                     

a healthy, beneficial lifestyle. Seemingly perfect, corporate interiors respond to the 

common sense of ex-commuters. Their tenants become prisoners of a contract-bonding 

product; a construct polluted by the late-capitalist reality. They become victims enclosed               

in micro-units, sacrificing privacy and searching for euphoria in communal spaces.  

Living in the metropolis makes one think of walking around vibrant and crowded streets. 

In the matter of fact, this reality is highly inhuman. Inhabitants of big Western cities are 

forced to participate in an enormous rush and face the inevitable reality of loneliness. 

People are exposed to an intense spectacle shaped by the alienated masses. Metropolises 

are inherently lonely places that nurture a stretch of idiocracy. Rupture, temporality and 

spatial cross-programming are imperatives in the 2020s capitalist dynamism. In the view 

on current economic disruptions, it can be speculated that many buildings located in the 

centres of large Western cities will change their roles and serve as envelopes for new 

unexpected functions.  

Then, this way of accommodating a building shape will put the idea of the 'social space'              

in a different perspective. It can be speculated that the meaning of a building will be 

extended. It can be speculated  that it will be even more commodified, and the 

importance of social practice within it will diminish. Then, what will be the role of co-living 

in the urban development? Will it be ignored or actively encouraged? Would people start 

living as extended families or rather isolate themselves in micro-units? Will interiors start 

resembling cities, and cities will evoke more associations with interiors? What will be the 

manifestation of these blurring boundaries? In times where the uncertainty becomes a 

primary condition, it is difficult to answer these questions. Even though, we can be sure 

that in the near future, new living tendencies and models of housing will emerge. The    

role of interiors will inevitably change.  

 

ownership 

 
 

In order to maintain mental well-being, people need real interactions in the real space. 

Empathy and togetherness strengthen the sense of belonging. Different age groups of 

people have to coexist in order to form a healthy society. According to Susanne Krosse, 

sharing economy requires 'a new service-oriented residential culture that responds to the 

increasing demand for optimized access to shared and other intangible assets' (Krosse, 

2005, p.221). Communal spaces and extra services of co-living arrangements gain in 

significance while the importance of private units declines. This can be observed on the 

websites of corporate co-living companies, where the majority of materials is presenting 

communal spaces provided extra services. The presence of private units is usually  

reduced to a secondary role. 



Corporate co-living spaces seem to be perfect places for accommodating new kinds                    

of sharing economy services. Centrally located, they are gold mines for investors. The 

popularity of co-living is growing worldwide. Entrepreneurs seek for new models and                  

ways of advertising. Their services target different groups and include properties such                

as hacker mansions in San Francisco, otaku houses in Tokyo and pet share communities                 

in London. The co-living trend is reflecting a growing demand for the new models of 

sharing economy. 

 Looking at rapidly growing prices of houses, it can be speculated that only members of 

(upper) middle class and upper class will be able to afford home ownership in the centre 

of a big Western city. In times of unpredictable economy, unprivileged groups will not 

have a right to buy a property due to the low income or saving capacity. More than 3,100 

residents of London are ultra-high net worth individuals. By 2023 their number will 

increase to 42,700 (Neate, 2019). The market privileges the rich and dictates new 

tendencies in architectural typologies and zoning. Its dominant force can be hardly 

stopped by the governments. Housing crises in developed Western cities are not 

discussed enough by international humanitarian organization. Homelessness and               

poverty are on the rise.  

Not only neoliberal economy, but also migration of people to developed countries is 

damaging the sustainable development of cities. It can be speculated that, more and 

more housing units will be only used as allocation of assets and instead of being rented. 

This trend can be already observed in cities where prices of properties are the highest. 

Corporate co-living investments take over space in the centres of cities. Transformed 

buildings lose their authenticity. Unified architecture tends to be characterless. Highly-

urbanized cities become convergent. Zoning laws do not have enough power and result              

in a number of anomalies. Their jurisdiction does not directly control new investments 

and does not meet social needs either. Instead of affordable housing, new profit-oriented 

co-living enterprises are being erected. New external actors are willing to profit from the 

inhabitants. This pessimistic vision depicts corporate co-living as highly complex housing 

apparatus. In late-capitalism, tenants are exploited by predominant housing models. 

 
 

perspective 
 
 

Excessive and rapid urbanization is unhealthy. It generates physical, spatial and social 

barriers. Strongly divided cities are facing housing crisis. Distance between people 

becomes larger and more complicated. The development of digital technology diminishes 

the role of physical space for the practice of social life. It can be argued that the internet     

is a catalyst for cocooning and isolation. Younger generations of people struggle with 

social interaction in real space. Relationship between housing, mental health and well-

being is an essential matter that needs to be understood in the context of growing cities. 

People are meant to be in community: share moments, experiences and conversations. 



Co-living once had a chance and potential to tackle loneliness and isolation. Its 

commercialized version, corporate co-living, is failing to bring cohesion to a globalized  

city. It reinforces the distance between the middle class and the working class.  

Zoning and city planning promote the economic profit over well-being of inhabitants.            

The long-term perspective of loneliness is not taken into account. Economically oriented 

political programmes do not pay much attention to the mental well-being of society. 

Work mobility and economic migration result in the extensive displacement of people. 

The boundary between the private and professional life is blurring. Loneliness is one of 

the side-effects of modernization and neoliberal globalization. This extreme phenomena is 

directly related to the work ethic. Constantly stimulated, driven individuals aim to achieve 

professional success. Proclamation of the fast lane life is an indispensable condition. Living 

in a big city is a manifestation of growth-driven sacrifices.  Loneliness is one of the major 

problems society is facing today. It remains a taboo subject. 

Corporate co-living housing accumulates like-minded people. It provides spaces for ego 

leveraging, social evaluation and emulation. Corporate co-living spaces are an ultimate 

manifestation of the consumerist production of space. They are an evidence of a total 

imperialistic product, stigmatized by the extreme acceleration. In the age of insensitivity, 

architecture is over-determined by economic imperatives. Today's cities are inherently 

lonely places. They fail dramatically. Clear architectural resolutions are necessary to  

shape a better future for all. Spaces are requisite components of societal arrangements. 

Humanizing architecture is necessary to remain human.  

The produced space is a subject to constant reproduction. Corporate gray spaces, as a               

by-product of  late-capitalist hegemony, will continue to be intensified and traumatized. 

So what is the future of co-living? Will it become fully commercialized or, oppositely, will 

it shift towards voluntary-based housing arrangements corresponding with the concept of 

eco-cities? Or will it rather become strictly speculative and existing only in a digital space? 

Will we all become urban hermits inhabiting micro-apartments and socializing with others 

only in the virtual space? Maybe we will witness total extermination of social contacts 

instead? Then loneliness would no longer be a case. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



epilogue 
 
 
Housing scarcity makes young, driven people accept living in a superfluous, ikea-like, 

catalogue staged interiors. Highly impersonal and unrecognizable corporate co-living 

spaces become the new norm (dorm) of commodified reality. Its essence - the new 

emblematic microcosm, is informing the continuity of  the socio-economic disruption. 

Corporate co-living spaces are a misalliance of Eastern and Western aesthetics; an 

agreeable hybrid; something in-between and nothing, providing a cacophony of 

uncomplicated emotions; creating an illusory image of domesticity. Cliché decorated,  

écru coloured rooms are careless and characterless. They are places which do not look  

like homes of one's desires. They are incubators located in the city centres; protective 

environments diminishing extensive commuting. They are time-space belongings, market 

products, shelters and shells; spaces of insignificant encounters - as opposed to a utopian 

epiphany. They indicate thorough interpellation. Accommodating a factual error, they are 

spaces of uncritical consumption and disperse. Finally, they are inflated home-staged 

rooms whose glitches are informing the mutation of directed  housing dissonance. 

It can be observed that corporate co-living spaces reflect various aspects of corporate 

culture. They are places of constant transition in which corporate ambience runs through 

and is being inherently infiltrated into consciousness of the everyday. Late-capitalist 

absurdities are conveyed into interiors. Micro-private units are stigmatized with the 

dogma of office cubicles. Corporate communal spaces resemble open office spaces.                  

They mimic, they adhere, they manifest the commercial environment. Lines between 

private and public are intentionally blurred. The distinction between inside and outside 

vanishes. Diagrammatic city correlates. It turns into a gigantic running agent; the Fall                   

of Phaeton materializes. Lonely City is everybody and nobody. Its death is permanent. 
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